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How to Get the Most from Your TriField TF2® Meter
This EMF meter is called a Tri-Field meter because it measure three types electromagnetic fields –
electric, magnetic and radio/microwave fields; and it is also somewhat of a Tri-Axis meter because
it measures magnetic fields in three directions simultaneously (though it only measures electric or
radio/microwave fields in one direction).
It is a good beginner meter because it’s display is large and unambiguous to measure and to read. It
also provides the average and peak readings, which is helpful in telling you whether the signal is
constant or intermittent. Peak readings are especially important to know if you are following the
biological safety guidelines, which are set at peak exposure.
Here at EMF-Experts this is the go-to meter for
measuring magnetic fields and, to a somewhat
lesser extent electrical fields and radio/microwave
fields, we use in our EMF Consultant
Certification Training and in our client EMF
home/office evaluations.
Simply said, when it comes to biological
protection from all types of EMF we need meters
capable of measuring ‘down’ to the safest, most
conservative biologically based EMF exposure
guidelines, which you will find included here in
the final chapter.
Why do we need our meters to do this? So that,
in measuring the field strengths with meters like
this one, we are able to determine what EMF
protection strategies, methods and products to put
in place to create a reduced level of EMF
exposure – and that is our goal.
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The Digital TF2 and Its ANALOG PREDECESSORS
On the surface it may seem like the two separate
TriField 100XE meters (weighted and flat) have
now been rolled into one TriField TF2 now
offering both weighted and flat measuring
capability in a single meter, in addition to also
offering beefed up radio/microwave (RF)
measuring capability.
So, you will see marketing rhetoric making
statements like: “Why pay three times as much to buy each meter separately?” “Why buy an RF
meter separately that is 2 -3 times the cost when the new TF2 with its improved RF function is all
you need to measure the wireless in your environment?”
However, although the new changes are definitely an astute market move designed to appeal to
customers who opt for the convenience and cost-savings of a single do-it-all meter, there is more to
take into consideration about the new TF2. To begin with, more capability also means complexity
for a user to master. And again, as with all consumer grade meters designed to appeal to bargain
shoppers, or to accommodate beginners or untrained meter users, many limitations to be aware of.
Let’s begin by an overview look at the analog and the digital to see at some of these issues.
The two original TriField analog meters (here you see the weighted meter on far left and the flat
meter on its right), which have been used for decades in the EMF detection industry to obtain either
flat or weighted measurement of electric and magnetic fields, have now been replaced by the
TriField digital meter (right), which provides BOTH flat (also called standard) and weighted
measurements for electric and magnetic fields in an all-in-one meter, and you can conveniently
switch between them with a flip of the dial..
The digital model is the second generation of TriField meters, so it is aptly named TriField TF2.
The specification for defining how each meter works in terms of electrical and magnetic fields are
unique to each of the three meters. To switch knowledgably from ‘standard’ to ‘weighted’ field
measurement with the turn of a dial requires a comprehensive understanding of both how EMF
behaves and how the meter responds to it and interprets it; knowledge that is distinctly different
from gungho marketing descriptions of the TF2’s flat and weighted features. We will explain more
about standard (what engineers call ‘flat’) and weighted measurements are in a moment.
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COMPARING THE TF2 TO ITS ANALOG PREDECCORS

For starters, since millions of people already own one or
both of the two original meters that have been sold for
decades, we’ll begin with a side-by-side overall
comparison.
Here, on the left, we can see how the new TF2 digital
model displays compared to the original 100XE analog
model with its needle read-out. We see here the flat
metered response and the digital response measuring the
same magnetic field. We can clearly see the three
noteable display changes, which we’ll discuss in more
detail in a moment.
The most noteable and useful of the improvements is not that this new version is digital, for in fact,
many would argue that tried-and-true mechanical operation based on hundreds of years of fine
tuning is less subject to the “finickiness” or “common confusion” of electronic operation when
responding to the growing pelethora of signals and cross signals now found in today’s high tech
world.
Rather, it is that the digital display offers the added benefit of providing both a peak measurement
and an average measurement at a glance in the same display window. The bar graph is a third
reference point for the user, however it’s more difficult to interpret and take into account.
Here, on the right, we see the weighted meter and the
digital meter response to the same magnetic field that
we just saw with the flat meters above. And in the
comparison of the operation some interesting features of
the new model can be illustrated.
For example, on the analog meter the accuracy is plus or
minus 20% (at best), and the new model is plus or
minus 4% (at best), for magnetic fields
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The Increased TriField TF2 Radio/Microwave Capability
However the biggest change of all in the new TriField TF2
meter model is that it also provides improved (more
sensitive) radio/microwave frequencies (RF) measurements
and it now displays power density in milliwatts per meter
squared. This unit of measure is abbreviated as mW/m2.
The original analog Trifield meters were far more limited,
measuring in milliwatts per centimeter squared, which
basically is only useful for measuring gross amounts of
energy such as what you find in the levels of
radio/microwave emissions that a microwave oven produces.
The new meter’s radio/microwave range is greatly extended
and is now sensitive enough to be useful for measuring the
radio/microwave frequencies used in today’s wireless
technology, such as a cellphone or celltower produces.
Like all meters this new one has its inherent limits, but for a
basic meter at this price it does very well performing what we
need it to do as an EMF evaluation and protection tool.
As you will see shortly on the Meter Specifications and the Excel Spreadsheet – the
radio/microwave range of the TF2 is on par with the measuring range of other digital RF meter
brands that you might be familiar with - the more expensive Accoustimeter and Gigahertz Solutions
meters, and the less expensive Cornet meter.
However each of these RF meters has been designed with its own accuracy, sensitivity, scale – all
completely different from each other. So, where you see online marketing copy claiming that it
replaces “more expensive meters in its class”, remember you must not take marketing claims of
resellers, or reviewers for that matter, for fact. In this case the Accoustimeter and Gigahertz are
more accurate than the TF2, and the Cornet’s accuracy is not mentioned in its specs.
Bottomline is, the TriField TF2 meter is making its bid to compete in the digital market for EMF
meters and retain their (originally mechanical/analog) flat/weighted response feature, which has
traditionally given them distinction in the marketplace. The manufacturers seem to be positioning
the TF2 to be perceived by consumers as the only “biologically sensitive” meter, which causes us to
pause and question those statements.
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IT’S ALL RELATIVE WHEN IT COMES TO ACCURACY
Although industrial meters costing thousands of dollars are accurate to the smallest degree possible
the same is not true of consumer grade meters designed for a mass market at the lowest possible
price.
When this meter was first released on the market in 2018, the frequency range of its
radio/microwave was so dramatically different than its predecessors that I immediately began to
compare its performance to other tried-and-true RF meters I have in my collection to see what place
this meter would hold in the hierarchy of wireless electrosmog meters. However the disparity was
so great in what the TriField RF2 meter read than the readings I was getting with my other
consumer grade meters in the same or more expensive price range that the difference was often
100%. And at the high end and low end of its range, the difference was even greater.
This disparity called into question the usefulness of a meter whose measurements cannot be
corroborated by other meters. So, to understand this, I called the engineers at TriField to ask that
question.
The discussion revealed that their research showed that the TF2 performance was comparable with
other meters in a controlled test environment. We explored many of the different ways that holding
a meter could affect its readings, for example, since the RF function on the TF2 was directional
when the meter is pointed in a direction of the RF source, the real-life number would be far higher
than the number actually read on the screen because the meter is specifically designed to ignore all
signals coming from other directions. And, in any case, the fact is that two different consumer
grade meters will never measure the same, even two of the same kind/make/model of meters due to
the variability in parts and pieces.
As you can see, this rather flies in the face of their Disclaimer encouraging users to corroborate the
TF2 with other meters, when to compare it to other meters the way they did would require
prohibitively expensive meter testing equipment lab.
The conversation ended with the explanation that, realistically speaking, the accuracy of the
numbers is not that critical since their typical customer simply wanted to know basically, “Am I in a
high EMF field here? If it is lower over there I’ll sit there instead”. The numbers are all relative.
That is why we have always told our students that, all things considered, consumer grade EMF
meters are not most useful for their accuracy, but rather they are more useful in the relative
comparison of before-and-after measurements, particularly for the purpose of remediation. In other
words, as long as you are using the same consumer grade meter in the same situation and location,
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the before and after measurements, comparatively speaking, will tell you the difference in how
much you have reduced or increased your level EMF exposure.
Although the price is increased and it is somewhat more complicated to learn due to combining two
meters in one, it is still fairly inexpensive to purchase (at under $200), fairly easy to learn, to use, to
interpret correctly, and the readings are relatively accurate enough to allow useful assessments of
our EMF exposure levels.
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Part I
Your TriField® TF2 Meter Features and User Instruction

Manufacturer’s Highlighted Features


Detects all three types of EMF pollution: AC magnetic, AC electric, and RF/microwave



Special frequency weighting mode for measuring electric current from EMF in the human
body



AC Magnetic Mode covers 40 Hz - 100 kHz with range of 0.1 - 100.0 milligauss (mG)



AC Electric Mode covers 40 Hz - 100 kHz with range of 1 - 1000 volts per meter (V/m)



RF Mode covers 20 MHz - 6 GHz with range of 0.001 - 19.999 milliwatts per square meter
(mW/m2)



AC magnetic measurements are 3-axis, allowing for quick readings, regardless of meter
orientation



Large liquid-crystal display (LCD) for crystal clear, accurate readings



Adjustable backlight for use in low-light environments



Audio Indicator emits sound that helps to pinpoint EMF sources



Peak Hold captures fast pulses, for measuring fast digital signals



Operates for more than 20 hours on a 9V battery, with a low battery indicator
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USING THE TRIFIELD EMF METER

1. Hold the meter as shown.
Note: Please do not cover the sensors at the top of the meter with your hand or other objects.
2. The knob (or dial) is used to switch between measurement modes and to turn the meter off when
not in use.
3. For measuring the effect of EMF on the human body (or any conductive body), use the dark blue
Weighted modes. For direct measurement of field strength, use the light blue Standard modes. The
red RF mode can be used for any radio or microwave measuring purpose.
4. The display shows the Field Measurement number and the units at the bottom of the screen. The
Peak Measurement number is shown at the top left next to the peak icon
5. To turn on the Audio Indicator, first remove the battery cover by sliding it downward. Press the
audio button. Press the audio button again to turn the audio off.
6. To turn on the backlight, first remove the battery cover by
sliding it downward. Press the backlight button until the
desired brightness is reached.
7. When the battery life indicator at the top right shows only 1
bar remaining, it’s time to replace the battery. Remove the
battery cover by sliding it downward and tap the battery
compartment on the palm of your hand so the battery falls out.
Replace with a 9V alkaline battery as shown.
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There are three ways of displaying the same information that the meter is reading. They are
displayed on the LCD face as keys to reading and understanding your measurements.
Main Display: The Field Measurement shows the numerical measurement and units, at the bottom
of the LCD. The Field Measurement is averaged to give the most stable, accurate reading possible.
Peak Value: The Field Percentage Indicator has a scale that shows tick marks for 0, 10, 20, 50 and
100 percent of maximum range. Note that it displays in the same units as the Main Display.
Bar Graph: The Field Percentage Indicator shows a circular bar graph of the percentage of
maximum range that corresponds to the Field Measurement, on a logarithmic scale.
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UNDERSTANDING THE TF2 LCD FACE

Field Percentage Indicator is shown above the Field Measurement, in the middle of the LCD.

The Peak Measurement captures the highest peak that has been measured and holds that value
for 3 seconds or until a higher peak is measured. The Peak Measurement can capture peaks every 12
milliseconds (ms). The Peak Measurement will be shown numerically at the top left of the LCD,
next to the peak icon (top left)
The Peak Percentage Indicator shows a circular arc graph of the percentage of maximum range
that corresponds to the Peak Measurement. The Peak Percentage Indicator uses the same scale as the
Field Percentage Indicator and is shown above the Field Measurement Indicator.
The Field Measurement shows the numerical measurement and units, at the bottom of the LCD.
The Field Measurement is averaged to give the most stable, accurate reading possible.
The Field Percentage Indicator shows a circular bar graph of the percentage of maximum range
that corresponds to the Field Measurement, on a logarithmic scale. The Field Percentage Indicator
has a scale that shows tick marks for 0, 10, 20, 50 and 100 percent of maximum range.
When turning the meter on, please allow 1.5 seconds for the reading to stabilize.
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Here is how the manufacturer describes its newly combined
flat and weighted modes:
The Standard and Weighted Modes
The light blue Standard modes for AC magnetic fields (MAG) and AC electric fields (ELEC) will
measure fields using a flat frequency response. That is, all frequencies from 40 Hz to 100 kHz
(100,000 Hz) are measured with equal sensitivity.
The dark blue Weighted modes for magnetic and electric fields measure 60 Hz fields with the same
sensitivity as the Standard mode. However, the Weighted modes are more sensitive at frequencies
higher than 60 Hz, and from 60 Hz to 500 Hz, sensitivity increases proportional to frequency. That
is, 1 milligauss (mG) at 60 Hz will read “1.0” on the display, whereas 1 mG at 120 Hz will read
“2.0”.
Refer to the frequency response curves for more detail.
On Weighted modes, the Field Measurement shows a number proportional to the average electric
current induced inside the human body from the fields, and the number is equivalent to the amount
of 60 Hz magnetic or electric field that would be required to induce that much current. However,
biological reactions generally occur at speeds that are slower than 1000 Hz, so on Weighted modes,
the meter is designed to become less and less sensitive at frequencies above 1000 Hz.

EMF Experts’ Note:
Throughout this guide we have endeavored to present the manufacturer’s user guide information, the
resellers marketing information, along with the EMF Experts response to their statements based on
our electrical engineering experience and EMF Consultant student trainees’ needs.
We make a particular point of discussing the weighted mode statements and claims, since they are so
difficult for the lay person to understand separate from the marketing hype, and to interpret from the
purported benefits that weighted mode implied in the authoritative statements that the manufacturer
puts forward to their newest market -- non-technical EMF-concerned consumers.
So, when consumers read statements like, “biological reactions generally occur lower than 1000 Hz”
without any means to understand that statement we find it necessary to add an EMF Expert Note. In
the case of this statement you will see numerous notes attempting to clarify the manufacturer’s
rationale behind ‘weighted mode’.
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TriField TF2 SPECIFICATIONS
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UNDERSTANDING THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE TF2
A closer look at the information on the graphs provided by the manufacture on the Alph Labs
website, tells us far more than what is provided in the simplified User Manual accompanying the
meter purchase. The graphs explain the frequency response and demonstrates how the meter behaves
when detecting fields in either standard or weighted.
I offer here an overview from an electrical engineer’s perspective - the red lines on the Magnetic
and Electric graphs demonstrate the validity of these functions for accurately measuring magnetic
and electric fields with the TF2. However, as we can see, the usefulness of the blue-dotted lines on
the Magnetic and Electric graphs demonstrate its limited usefulness because the meter user does not
actually know what ‘weight’ has been given to what you are measuring since it is not disclosed only
alluded to.
As for the RF graph, the red line demonstrates that the meter is largely inaccurate for RF readings,
except at two frequencies. This is a little like saying your clock is accurate two times a day, when it
is not really working at all.
Remember though, we’ve previously explained why accuracy is not why we buy or use a TriField
TF2, or basically any other consumer grade meter for that matter. The TF2’s best use is all relative
– it provides the user with units of measurement of fields that can then be compared with other units
of measurements of fields, to determine basic things like higher and lower, stronger or weaker, field
strengths.

AC Magnetic Graph
The red line is for the standard position of the
selector switch showing that for the majority of
the frequency range of the meter the display is
showing 100% of the actual field strength (flat
response).
Notice that the “gain” (think of this as accuracy)
begins to fall below 100% below 40 HZ and
above 9kHz (refer to the blue dots) but since
there is no display of the frequency being
measured the fall off is not germane to use of the
meter. The user needs to be aware that if there
are high fields outside the frequency range of the
meter they will not be accurately measured.
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The TF2 meter is most useful for measuring the magnetic fields produced by the power-lines of the
power “mains”, or power “grid”.
The blue dotted line on the AC Magnetic graph shows that the meter response is highly frequency
dependent and is only accurate at about 60Hz and at 15kHz (refer to the yellow dots) when using
the “weighted” position on the selector switch. The meter displays the strongest magnetic field being
measured which is the sum of field strengths at all frequencies present within the range of the meter.
The graph shows that a field at 1000 Hz is multiplied by about 6.3 (peak of blue line: refer to green
dot) when it is added into the sum of all fields present. For example: Suppose the actual field
strength at 60 Hz is 1mG and the actual field strength at 1000Hz is 1 mG. The meter will display the
total of the two fields as 7.3 mG rather than 2 mG. Unfortunately it is impossible to know what
frequencies are present using this meter alone so you cannot determine your actual exposure using
the “weighted” position on the selector switch. There are no published standards based on this type
of frequency weighting so the values from the meter cannot be compared to a published standard.

AC Electric Graph
This graph shows a similar response to electric
fields as was described for the magnetic graph
except that the distortion for the “weighted”
curve is even greater.
In this case the maximum multiplier occurs at
about 2000 Hz and is about 15 times (refer to
the green dot) the actual field strength. For
example: Suppose the actual field strength at
60 Hz is 100 V/M and the actual field strength
at 2000 Hz is 20 V/M. The meter will display
the total of the two fields as 400 V/M rather
than 120 V/M. Again it is impossible to know
what frequencies are present using this meter
alone so you cannot determine your actual
exposure using the “weighted” position on the
selector switch.
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RF/Microwave Graph
This graph contains a single red line because
there is no selection for a weighted response to
RF.
The specifications state that the meter accuracy
at 1 GHz is +- 20%. This point occurs on this
graph where the red line crosses the 0 on the
relative gain scale. At 1 GHz and again at
about 4 GHz the meter is most accurate (refer
to the blue dot).
At all other frequencies within the range of the
meter the meter has a very uneven (not flat)
response curve. In other words,
Given the large number of wireless
radio/microwave frequencies within the range
of this meter that are being used by
innumerable wireless devices in today’s hightech environment it is impossible to get an
accurate measurement using this meter.
Since the frequency response is so erratic (meaning the gain is not uniform – or flat -- across all
frequencies), the TF2 meter user cannot really know what frequency is producing the field strength.
In other words, the user cannot know what wireless device is the source, but even worse the reading
cannot be depended upon, because like most consumer grade meters, it does not tell you what
frequencies it is measuring and displaying to you as field strengths.
Therefore it is not realistic much less accurate to make a declarative statement such as, “My TF2
meter shows that my cellphone is exposing me to ___________ (fill in the unit of field strength
displayed).”
A more realistic and accurate statement would be comparative, and said this way, “My TF2 meter
shows that when I move away from my cellphone the field strength is reduced substantially.
Again, its value to the user will be to compare one location to another, or from one time to the next,
to detect relative changes before and after remediation. A much more accurate meter is needed if
reliable accuracy is needed.
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The Range of Field Strength the TriField TF2 is Designed to Measure
Here we see the Electric Field, Magnetic Field, and Radio/Microwave ranges.
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The Importance of the TF2 Manufacturer (Alph Labs) Disclaimer
Use of the meter is solely at the user’s discretion to identify exposure to non-ionizing
electromagnetism. Because a meter of this type may malfunction, the user’s responsibility is
to determine if the meter is working properly, by using it to measure a known reference.
Manufacturer or dealer cannot assume responsibility for damages resulting either from a
defective meter (except to replace or repair said meter within the warranty period) or from
inaccuracies in the present body of knowledge concerning potential health hazards of
electromagnetism.
The meter should be used so that simple steps (such as moving furniture) can be taken to
reduce relative exposure within a home or office. If more drastic actions are contemplated,
consult expert advice, and perform independent tests with another type of meter.
EMF Experts Note on this Disclaimer Content:
The takeaway in this disclaimer is that you should not expect your TF2 meter to be accurate. This is
not unusual for consumer grade meter manufacturers since it is impossible for them to create an
inexpensive meter that will be 100% accurate under all conditions, all the time. Temperature
changes, pressure changes, meter electronics get worn out, have design limitations etc. will always
comprise consumer grade meters. If you want 100% accuracy, you will need to spend much more,
get dedicated meters, and limit the frequency response you are measuring for.
For example, a typical phone company will use a $10,000 - $15,000 meter to measure only two
frequencies – the two that their phones are legally licensed by the FCC to use. Accuracy is
absolutely required due to code, and compliance with government allocated frequencies.
Notice also, in this disclaimer they are guiltless of “ inaccuracies in the present body of knowledge
concerning potential health hazards of EMF”, yet this is the undisclosed body of knowledge they
used to design the meter. This is actually not unusual since technology manufacturers are not in the
business of creating standards, but it is important for meter users to know that they are on their own
in figuring it out.
Lastly, keep in mind that the warranty period, which extends to the first end users (not used meter
buyers) who have bought directly and only from Alpha labs authorized dealers. Be a smart consumer
and make sure you get a valid warranty, consumer grade meters can and do fail for a variety of
unanticipated reasons.
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Getting Acquainted with Your TriField Meter
An insider look at the marketing advertorials that are commonly found online, including
Amazon.com, is a good reason to purchase your meter through a reputable meter provider.
Additionally, it is also a good idea to require that your meter come with a certificate of calibration,
you are best to purchase your meter directly from the manufacturer. This is the case with the
TriField TF2 (as with the 100XE meter models) where you can obtain the certification, but it may
be for an extra cost.
We emphasize our recommendation to buy directly from AlphaLabs, Inc, or its licensed dealers, by
referencing this example of the typical over-zealous and under-informed marketing claims you will
find from resellers online, paired with the manufacture’s official meter photo:

The TriField TF2® EMF Meter is an AC gaussmeter, AC
electric field meter, and radio power density meter in a single
unit, that combines all the features needed for fast, accurate
measurements of electromagnetic fields (EMF).
In addition to standard AC measurement modes, a special
frequency weighted mode will properly scale the magnetic and
electric measurements to indicate the full magnitude of currents
produced by each type of field inside the human body.

EMF Experts’ Note: this copy writing, although word-smithed to foster confidence for the due
diligently “informed consumer” with “facts” about the meter’s key features, actually creates much
confusion to meter buyers and users.
For example, the first sentence includes the word ‘accurate’, which no engineer or even
knowledgeable amateur meter user would agree with. Even the manufacturer admits that the
accuracy is at best plus/minus 20% at only ONE single frequency on the RF scale, and that is
marginal considering the hundreds of frequencies that wireless technology uses today. For other
frequencies the TF2’s meter specs are even worse, stating up to a plus/minus 70% “accuracy” rate.
Think of a 70% accuracy (some would say inaccuracy) rate this way: I can give you a glass of
water that is 30% full, and still be able to call it 100% full, because my specs state that glasses of
water you get from me have a plus or minus 70% accuracy rate.
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The accuracy of the EF and MF functions are quite a bit better at plus/minus 4-5% at power line
frequencies 50 Hz (the Mains Power) or 60 Hz (the Power Grid), which is much better since it is
consistent over a long range of frequencies, rather than merely consistent over one frequency as on
the RF scale.
The second sentence is pure marketing hyperbole. It is stated to create the impression in the
consumer’s mind that there is some logic to having a scale that is not accurate in measuring the
actual EMF present in the environment, and in the process of some undisclosed calculation somehow
explain that the reading is more realistic in terms of how the reading effects your body.
However, this assumption made by the meter’s electronics designers in selecting undisclosed and
unexplained frequencies that they cannot be compared to any biological standard that exists because
standards are always determined using far more sophisticated equipment than a consumer grade
meter.
So be wary whenever you see advertising text designed to persuade you of a meter’s biological
value. Due to these kind of promotional claims consumers mistakenly think of EMF meters as the
equivalent to something as simple, familiar and customary as using a thermometer to measure a
fever, a glucose meter for blood sugar, a blood pressure meter etc. – when in fact EMF meters are
actually far more complex to use and far less accurate in their results, and this is especially true of
consumer grade EMF meters. Furthermore any EMF meter cannot be used properly without correct
training that provides the meter user with an underlying understanding of how EMF behaves, how to
measure it accurately, interpret the reading correctly and evaluate the exposure situation properly.
To sum up briefly, there is no such thing as a consumer EMF meter can evaluate electromagnetic
exposure as it relates to biological function or show “the magnitude each type of field inside the
human body”. This would require biological measuring equipment like MRI, or an EKG, or EEG.
EMF Meters are designed to measure the presence of electromagnetic fields in the environment.
EMF-EXPERT NOTE on the Importance of Proper Guidance when Buying a Meter: A quick
look at the questions about this product that are posted on Amazon, such as “Will this meter test for
radiation in my fish food?”, or “Can I test the TriField with another identical TriField or will they
both explode?” will tell you that the public is generally unfamiliar with how an EMF meter works or
how to work with it. To add to the problem no user manual was provided.
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What to Measure with Your TriField RF2
Strong Magnetic Field Sources
Hold the meter near these sources, and set the knob on STANDARD "MAGNETIC”. Some
of these should read greater than 10 milligauss. Your body or hand does not shield these.






Vacuum cleaner, refrigerator (when compressor is running) or motorized equipment
Plug in clock/radio
Fluorescent lights
Inside of commercial jets
Running cars, especially near front floorboard
If you can't get a reading greater than 10, test the battery (if the battery is weak, the meter
indicator will alert the user).
Strong Electric Field Sources
Switch the knob to ELECTRIC. If you point the electric sensor (see diagram) toward these
sources, some should read greater than 500 volts per meter. (Notice that your body can easily
shield electric fields; the reading is lower if you cover the top surface of the meter with your
hand.) Also, the presence of your hand at the back of the meter compresses the electric field,
making it read somewhat higher than if the meter were suspended from a string or a board far
away from you.







Some types of TV/computer monitors
Improperly grounded electrical equipment
Single "hot" wire, even if insulated
Fluorescent lights
Electric Blankets, when plugged in, but "off', especially if the AC plug polarity is reversed
Strong Radio/Microwave Power Sources
Switch to RADIO/MICROWAVE and point the radio/microwave sensor toward the following
sources. Read the display and notice that your hand can shield RF frequencies (microwave,
wireless). Strong sources include:
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 Cordless DECT phones, CB, or amateur radio transmitter*
*Will also produce electric and magnetic field readings.
Radar: airports, vehicle navigation systems, drones etc,
Celltowers, Radio and TV Antennaes, Cell Masts, etc
Wireless Technology: cellphones, WiFi, WiMax, etc
Personal Wireless Devices: iPads, Baby Monitors, Security Systems, Fit Monitors etc.
Microwave ovens
Battery Test:
There is no battery test on this meter, there is a battery display in the top right corner. Always
be sure to turn the TriField® Meter off after each use, or the 9 Volt battery will quickly run
down and need to be replaced.

Changing the Battery:
The battery is a 9-volt rectangular type. The alkaline type will last about 80 hours of
continuous use, while the traditional type will last about 40 hours. Turn the meter OFF, slip off
the back and very slowly lift the battery out. Then replace it. Reconnect the new battery and
reassemble.
Conserving Battery Life
Using the back light frequently at night will drain the battery. The meter uses almost three times
as much power to run the back light, and usually the back light is not needed during daylight. To
turn on the backlight - turn meter on, push little red button in battery compartment that says
‘light’. Turning the meter off turns off the backlight however it does not de-activate the back
light function; it must be turned off using this same button or it will still be on the next time you
turn on your meter.
Again, leave the meter OFF when not in use. If you are not planning on using the meter for an
extended period of time remove the battery to prevent accidental battery leakage from
destroying your meter.
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MEASURING MAGNETIC FIELDS

Magnetic Field Standard (Flat)

Magnetic Filed Weighted

In most homes or offices, some areas are spots with readings in the HIGH range. Most often, this is
caused by magnetic fields, which come largely from unpaired internal wiring. (Contrary to popular
belief, power transmission lines and transformers do not generally contribute as much magnetic field
as does the wiring inside buildings.) Other magnetic sources include video displays, motorized
clocks, in fact anything with a motor, electric blankets and heaters, fluorescent lights and light
dimmers, and the transformers that are inside consumer devices.
Why Measure the Magnetic Fields?
Over 1000 research studies have reported biological effects related to electromagnetic
fields (EMFs). Published studies from around the world have linked EMFs to increased stress,
suppression of immune function, cell and hormone changes, psychological disorders including
suicide, and increased risks for several cancers.
Magnetic fields are the EMF component most often linked to these serious health effects in
the scientific literature – including leukemia, lymphoma, brain and nervous system tumors, and
other cancers, as well as suppression of the immune system.
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How to Measure Magnetic Fields
First, set the dial to the Standard “MAG” or Magnetic position, this setting will measure
the actual MF present in your environment. Hold the meter in any location that you wish to test –
for example at your bed, on a couch, outside where your children play, etc. The TriField® Meter
measures magnetic fields in units called “milligauss” (mG).
Read the magnetic field strength from the main display and the peak display
The orientation of the meter does not matter while in the magnetic modes, because all 3 axis are
combined. Your body and hand do not shield the magnetic field and do not interfere with the
measurement.
The AC Magnetic Mode uses three ferrite-core coils, pointing in the X, Y, and Z directions, located
near the top of the meter. The X, Y and Z signals are combined into a true magnitude of the field
strength, independent of which direction the meter is pointed. Maximum range is 100.0 mG, with
resolution of 0.1 mG, and accuracy of ±4% of reading at 50 Hz and 60 Hz.
For more information refer to the frequency response graph of Standard and Weighted modes.
In most homes or offices, some areas are “hot” spots with high readings. Most often, this is caused
by magnetic fields, which come largely from unpaired internal wiring. Contrary to popular belief,
power transmission lines and transformers do not generally contribute as much magnetic field
indoors as does internal wiring. This is because high voltage lines are usually at a distance (that
installation right-of-ways and height above ground help to provide), the current they carry is modest,
and the transformers that step up or down the electrical current are shielded.
Other magnetic sources include video displays, fluorescent lights, light dimmers, transformers that
are inside consumer devices, electric blankets, heaters, and anything with a motor. Some of the total
field strength is from frequencies that are harmonics or multiples of 60 Hz (120 Hz, 180 Hz, etc.).
Cars (especially near the front floorboard) and motorcycles have fairly strong fields at frequencies
higher than 60 Hz.
The TriField Meter can be used to measure magnetic fields from all common sources
including power lines, transformers, electrical meter and breaker panels, electrical wiring,
computers, televisions, lights, clocks, appliances, motors, telephones, and even inside your car!
Other times, when the source of the magnetic field is unclear, you can determine exactly
what is causing it in your home or office environment by turning off one light, appliance, or circuit
breaker at a time and noting before and after measurements.
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Perhaps more importantly, the TriField® can detect magnetic fields over an unusually
wide range of frequencies (as its technical specifications state) – including the higher frequencies
emitted from computers, televisions, light dimmers, fluorescent lights and other electronic devices.
This is very helpful, because most 60 Hertz gaussmeters will simply not detect these higher
frequency fields. However to accomplish this, there is again some sacrifice in accuracy.

What Level of Exposure is Safe?
A series of international epidemiological studies have linked magnetic fields from power
lines to increased leukemia, lymphoma, and nervous system tumors in children. The lowest level
that has been linked to cancer in these studies has been homes with an average exposure level of
2.0 mG (Feychting and Ahlbom, 1993). Therefore, many people consider it wise to use 2.0 mG as
the maximum magnetic field safety level.
The more precautionary safety standard of 1.0 mG. has been recommended for magnetic
fields by international scientists in the comprehensive 2012 “BioInitiative Report: A Rationale for
a Biologically-based Public Exposure Standard for Electromagnetic Fields”. You will see us refer
to these biologically based guidelines throughout this guide; these are the guidelines we follow to the
greatest extent possible. (For more detailed information, see www.bioinitiative.org.)
When a chemical toxin is linked to adverse health effects, the public safety limit is usually
established at a level well below that which has been linked to disease. Similarly, to provide an
adequate margin of safety for magnetic fields, many individuals prefer a safety limit that is set well
below the 2.0 mG level linked to leukemia in the Swedish study referenced above. In our
consultations with clients and in our certification training at EMF-Expert, we usually try to reduce
all exposures down to below 1 mG, aiming for 0.5 mG or less, for all areas of extended-use (such
as the bedroom, the TV room or office area) where you spend a lot of time.
For individuals with severe or chronic health issues such as cancer, multiple chemical
sensitivity, chronic fatigue syndrome, autoimmune disease, or hypersensitivity to EMFs, we usually
aim for a safety limit of 0.1 mG. And since there is no guarantee that any level is completely safe, it
may be wise to reduce any exposures to magnetic fields as much as reasonably possible.
How to Reduce the Magnetic Fields…
In many homes, certain locations may have high levels, while other areas may be much
lower. Using the measurements from your meter, you can arrange your environment to avoid the
highest magnetic fields. For example, you can place beds and high-use furniture in the low field
areas, and use the higher exposure areas for storage or for low-use.
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Magnetic fields are some of the most difficult to shield, but sheet steel, MUmetal and Giron can be effective to one degree or another, as long as you understand and apply the laws of
physics that govern magnetic field behavior. In the long run, a very good way to reduce your
exposure is to use your TriField® Meter to test potential new homes or apartments before you
buy or rent them. Your meter is also very useful to pre-test automobiles, computers, televisions,
and other appliances.

What to Do when you Discover High Readings for Magnetic Fields
The average level in USA homes is estimated to be probably between 0.5 to 1.0 mG (based
on information from national studies) However, our EMF Consultant experience has shown us
that there is really no such thing as an “average level” of exposure; even a rural home, where you
would expect magnetic fields to be lower than in a very dense urban areas such as New York City
or a beehive of an office building, it is still not uncommon to find high magnetic fields caused by
stray current traveling in the ground and into any home via metal (or conductive) pipes, wires,
lightning rods, conduits or building components such as metal rod reinforced concrete etc., or
traveling into a home on municipal water pipes, or gas pipes.
Stray current can be caused by many things - power distribution system that is grounded in
multiple locations all along the line is probably the most frequent culprit, but such things as transit
lines (subways, streetcars, trains etc), and television broadcast stations, can also be suspect since
they can all cause stray current as a by-product of common grounding methods in North America
and elsewhere.
Additionally, any home (or any building for that matter) can have high magnetic field
measurements due to faulty wiring, such as misconnected ground and neutral conductors, which
creates an imbalance of currents in the electrical wires. Magnetic fields are produced by the flow
of currents, if the current out is not balanced with the current in, an abnormal magnetic field results,
which can be measured.
Who and When to Ask for Help?
In order to know what kind of help you need to ask for, you’ll need first to know if the high
magnetic field is caused by something inside the home, or outside it. So, if you discover an
unexplainable magnetic field, shut off all the power to your house. Then measure for magnetic
fields again. If you are still detecting magnetic fields when all your electrical wires have no current
flowing in them, and all your appliances have no power to them, the source of the magnetic field is
outside your house, or there is stray current flowing through your home (more on this in a moment).
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If you have nearby power lines, electrical substations, transformers, then contact your utility
company and ask for their help. Explain simply, “I have turned off the electrical service to my
home and I am still measuring a high magnetic field, please come and check this for me”. Nothing
more than that needs to be said (no readings mentioned, explained nor justified). This simple
request is all that they need to hear to come out and check it out on site because they are governed
by industry regulations that do not allow a power system to endanger its customers, period.
If you find that all magnetic fields disappear when you turn off the power to your home,
then the problem is inside your house. If, with the power back on, you find high magnetic fields
that you can trace to within the walls, and not some high magnetic field generating source like a
fridge or washer on the other side of that wall, then you will require the help of an electrician to
correct the wiring in your home.

Need Professional Assistance to Achieve Biologically Safe Levels, not Standard Levels?
Naturally any advice you receive from Utility employees or electricians will be in accordance
with the industry safety standards that deal with such things as fire prevention, or building code, and
do not take into account biological safety. Biological safety is up to you and it comes down to
obtaining the best training you can. In industry the need for more biologically-based health standards
with regard to EMF exposure are only now becoming more widely known due to the rising
awareness of growing levels of wireless smog and other burgeoning sources of EMF in our
environment.
Certified EMF Expert Consultants familiar with the Precautionary Biologically-Based
Standards, can consult with homeowners, architects, electricians, contractors and others, and can
provide specific advice regarding your particular situation. This can often be done simply by
telephone using your photos to guide you through the proper steps to reduce the magnetic fields
from power lines, building wiring, computers, appliances and many other common sources.
Refer to the EMF Experts Directory to locate a certified EMF Consultant or professional near
you: www.emf-experts.com/EMF-Professional-Directory.html
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MEASURING ELECTRIC FIELDS

Electric Fields Standard (Flat)

Electric Fields Weighted

A few areas in most homes read HIGH on the scale, in the electric field setting. These include areas
near improperly grounded equipment, the front of video screens, and fluorescent lights. Most of
these fields can be easily shielded using a grounded metal screen or foil; VDT screens of this type
are readily available. You can greatly reduce the measurement of an electric field just by placing
your hand in front of the source. This effect can be seen using a TriField meter.This does not
eliminate the field, your hand has become the ‘ground source’ for the field.
Why Measure Electric Fields?
Although the many serious health concerns are usually focused on the magnetic fields,
electric fields can also have important biological effects. Electric fields induce voltages onto the
skin that are easily measured. Anecdotal evidence suggests that when people are highly
“sensitive” to electricity and electrical devices – perhaps having symptoms such as headache,
fatigue, nausea, dizziness or other problems – they often may be sensitive to the electric fields.

How to Measure Electric Fields
For standard technical AC electric field measurement (in other words, the actual EF present in your
environment), turn the knob to the Standard ELEC setting. EF is measured in units called volts per
meter, or V/m
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Your body can easily shield electric fields; the reading is lower if you cover the top surface of the
meter with your hand. Also, the presence of your hand at the back of the meter compresses the
electric field, making it read somewhat higher than if the meter were suspended from a string or held
on a board, away from you. In either case, the true electric field near the meter will be displayed.
The AC Electric Mode uses a metal plate sensor under the top of the meter. Circuitry similar to the
magnetic section converts the signals into an electric field strength. Maximum range is 1000 V/m
with resolution of 1 V/m and accuracy of ±5% of reading at 50 Hz and 60 Hz.
For more information refer to the frequency response graph of Standard and Weighted modes.
A few areas in most homes read high on the electric field setting. These include areas near
improperly grounded equipment, the front of video displays, and fluorescent lights.
In most buildings, you will still not measure any electric fields strong enough to register on
the TF2 meter (except close to cords and electrical wiring in walls). If you do, you may (a) be
located near a high voltage power line, (b) be very close to electrical cords or hidden wires, or (c)
have problems within the wiring system. For example, if you plug a computer into a wall
receptacle that is not properly grounded, it can generate much higher electric fields than normal.
The TriField® TF2 can detect electric fields as low as 1 volt per meter (V/m). If the
TriField® Meter detects any electric fields at all in locations where people sleep or spend a lot of
time, it may be prudent to investigate further.
We generally try to keep our highly-sensitive clients’ exposures down to less than 1 V/m.
For greater accuracy and much more sensitive testing of the electric fields, we recommend using a
Body Voltage Meter to directly measure the voltages induced onto the skin by the electric fields in
the environment.
Again, your selection of a meter will have many variables and you are advised to obtain
training or guidance in order to decide among them. We advise obtaining guidance for your meter
purchase as well as to acquire the knowledge you will need to use your meter accurately,
interpret its readings correctly, and apply your findings to making safety-minded body voltage
protection choices.

What Can I Do To Reduce Electric Fields?
At night, the electric fields from building wiring can be reduced by turning off the
appropriate circuit breakers during sleep. The fields from lamps and appliances can be stopped by
simply unplugging them.
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An electrician can add proper grounding or repair any wiring problems. If the existing
wiring is accessible, it can be shielded for a relatively low cost. For new and remodel construction,
special “EMF-Free” wiring can be installed using modern shielded materials. And shielded cords
can be installed onto lamps and appliances, especially those near beds.

Certified EMF Expert Consultants are happy to advise you, on site or often simply by telephone
using your photos, to help guide you through the proper steps to reduce the electric fields from
power lines, building wiring, computers, appliances and many other common sources. Please refer
to the EMF Experts Directory to locate a certified EMF Consultant or professional near you:
www.emf-experts.com/EMF-Professional-Directory.html

MEASURING RADIO/MICROWAVE RADIATION

Why Measure Radio Frequency and Microwave Radiation?
Radio frequency (RF) and microwave radiation can also
cause potential health effects. Typical exposure sources are from
cellular phones and antennas, microwave ovens, cordless phones,
radio and TV broadcasting, and the growing number of wireless
devices and systems.
How to Measure Radio/Microwave Radiation…
To measure an RF field, turn the knob to the RF setting and point
the top of the meter at the potential source, or simply hold the meter
vertically. RF is measured on this meter in units called milliwatts
per meter squared, or mW/m2
Generally, your hand can shield the RF signals, so grip the meter as illustrated previously, or set it
down, or use a plastic tripod, whichever is most helpful for obtaining the best directional readings.
The RF Mode uses the same plate sensor as the AC Electric Mode. The signal is amplified and
converted to a power density magnitude, calibrated at a frequency of 1 GHz (1000 MHz). Maximum
range is 19.999 mW/m with resolution of 0.001 mW/m2 and accuracy of ±20% of reading at 1 GHz.
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For more information refer to the frequency response graph of the RF mode..
When reading RF emitted by digital devices, such as mobile phones and smart meters, the Peak
Measurement (small numerals in the upper-left of the display) is of more interest than the average
Field Measurement (large numerals at the bottom). The information from digital RF devices is
transmitted in brief packets that occur irregularly (perhaps once per minute with smart meters and
several times per second with Wi-Fi transmitters or mobile phones that are in use).
The Peak Measurement detects these packets and displays the strongest packet for several seconds
before resetting itself. RF and microwaves are composed of a particular combination of electric
fields and magnetic fields that is self-sustaining.
For frequencies below about 100 MHz the principle effect on a conducting body is from the
magnetic field part only. This is because the electric field component of radio waves produces much
weaker currents in the body than does the magnetic field unless the wavelength of the waves is
smaller than the height of the body. Low-frequency electric fields by themselves can be strong
enough to create significant current, but only if they are from sources other than true radio waves.
The TriField® Meter measures radio/microwave radiation in units called “milliwatts per
meter squared” ( mW/m2 ). Let’s look at that in a real radio/microwave exposure situation, let’s
look at the common device that bears its name – a microwave oven.
If the level if exposure from a microwave oven measures more than 2000 mW/m2 at 6 feet
away, the seal is considered to be leaking or the oven defective. The levels from microwave ovens
will usually drop to 100 mW/m2 anywhere from 10 to 20 feet distance away from the oven.
The dilemma for those wanting to use their microwave ovens and still achieve biological
safety levels is that the field strengths of microwave ovens are just too high to be considered
biological safe to use at any kind of useful proximity.
Considering that even an industry-safe 100 mW/m2 power density at 10 – 20 feet distance,
is 1,000,000 times stronger than is recommended by the Building Biology safety guidelines
aiming for .0001 milliwatt/m2, it is a gigantic difference. Refer to the biological safety guidelines
in Part V, showing 0.1 uW/m2 as the field strength (power density) goal that achieves a
biologically safe level of “no concern”.
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What Radio/Microwave Level is Considered Safe?
For our clients, our goal is to keep long-term exposures as close to 0.1 microwatt/m2 level
as possible. The TF2 Meter is not capable of reading this low, it will read down to .001
milliwatt/m2 (that is 1.0 microwatts/m2).
We teach our Certified EMF Consultants the RF safety standard that have been
recommended by the Building Biology Institute guidelines, and we also reference
the international scientists’ 2012 “BioInitiative Report for a Biologically-based Public Exposure
Standard for Electromagnetic Fields”. (For more information on biologically based exposure
guidelines refer to www.bioinitiative.org).
The Building Biology guidelines are even more biologically “safety minded”, or
conservative, than the BioIntitiative Report. In the case of radio/microwave exposure levels they
recommend only 0.1 microwatts per meter squared, written as 0.1 uW/m2, To view all the
Building Biology Guidelines, including radio/microwaves, refer to the last Part IV of this guide.

What Can I Do To Reduce Radio/Microwave Fields?
Generally speaking, radio/microwaves can be shielded in the same way as electric fields,
sometimes something as simple as a metal screen (such as the ones commonly used for screen
windows for air flow) will shield both.
There are literally hundreds of other options for RF shielding so obtaining a good working
knowledge of what products are available, an understanding of their attenuation (shielding
capabilities), identifying which ones can do double duty, and their application to your RF
exposure situation, is a good next step when it comes to forming your overall EMF protection
plan.
Certified EMF Expert Consultants are happy to consult with you on this question, on site
and often simply by telephone using your photos, to help guide you through the proper steps to
reduce the RF, radio/microwave fields from celltowers, cellphones, WiFi antennas, WiMax,
wireless devices, and many other common sources.
Please refer to the EMF Experts Directory to locate a certified EMF Consultant or professional
near you: www.emf-experts.com/EMF-Professional-Directory.html
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PART III
Your Meter at Work Protecting You
in Real-world EMF Exposure Situations
The Tri-Field Meter, sometimes simply called the TriField, is particularly useful in helping us
achieve our EMF safety goals in three main ways:
1. Confirming and establishing Zero-EMF “safe zones” where our exposure levels are lowest
2. Determining high magnetic and electric fields in order to remedy them or avoid them
3. Evaluating the “before and after” effectiveness of any EMF shielding or remediation effort
It is also useful in investigating the EMF fields that you are exposed to as you use common devices
in everyday situations. Knowing your exposure levels allows you to assess what distances expose
you to “too much” EMF (in the forms of magnetic, electric and radio/microwave radiation), and
conversely what distance can be considered as a safe for using the device.
In some cases, such as in the case of the personal devices you see here, there is basically no safe
distance, since these devices are intended to be used at close range. Nonetheless, becoming aware of
their exposure levels helps you to reduce it by using these devices more responsibly (shorten time of
use, use less often, refrain from use with children, etc.), or find alternatives in order to eliminate
exposure (air dry hair naturally, use straight razor, use manual toothbrush etc.)

Note that here you see readings being taken without holding the meter. This is because at such close
proximity the position of your body will affect the reading, as will a number of other factors present,
which is a meter user training we go into in more depth in the EMF Consultant Certification course.
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Determining the Biological EMF-Safety Distance of this Magnetic Field
Let’s look at a couple of metering situations that can really put your TriField to good use keeping
you safe; and although here you see the analog TriField meter being used, the digital TriField will
naturally also be used this same way.
As we back up away from the source of the
magnetic field (the kettle when it is boiling
water), we see the magnetic field reading on the
display beginning to drop. We want to locate the
biological EMF-safety boundary , in other words
the distance away from the kettle that we need to
be in order to be below our Precautionary
Threshold of 1 mG. With our meter we find we
need to stay 20” away from this kettle whenever
it is ‘on’. Further away is even safer.
In practical terms this means to reduce our EMF
exposure we need to modify our habit of
puttering around on that counter getting the cups
ready with teabags and arranging cookies on a
plate, while waiting for the kettle to heat up water
for our tea.
From now on, using our new EMF-Safetyminded behavior, we will make the conscious
choice an subconscious habit to work in another
part of the kitchen, knowing that we need to stay at least two feet from this appliance when it is in
operation.
This is true for any electric kitchen device, but particularly ones that heat up (kettle, toaster,
crockpot), and also those devices with powerful motors (blenders, bullet-type mixers, food
processors). Our kitchen appliances have even larger magnetic and electric fields (microwaves,
ovens, fridges, dishwashers) and we need to use our Trifield meter to determine the Biological EMFSafety Boundary of every electrical device and every appliance that we use.
Your TriField Meter can be an invaluable tool for helping you to achieve greater EMF safety
throughout your home or office. And just like our kettle example here, it does this by:
1. Confirming and establishing Zero-EMF “safe zones” where our exposure levels are lowest
2. Determining high magnetic and electric fields in order to remedy them or avoid them
3. Evaluating the “before and after” effectiveness of any EMF shielding or remediation effort
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Next, we will look at some other advanced uses of your TriField TF2, which are important to know
about since you will invariably encounter them as you proceed to explore with your meter,
measuring everyday situations.
We mention them briefly here so that you can identify them when you come across them, however to
understand how to work with the meter readings and other related information after you have
identified the situation requires more advanced meter training, and sometimes the help of a licensed
electrician, which are both beyond the scope of a meter user guide.

Identifying the High Magnetic Fields of Faulty Wiring
Here we are dealing with a fairly common situation, the TF2 has revealed
a very high magnetic field coming from this bathroom wall.
Anyone standing at this bathroom sink is exposed to very high magnetic
fields from the walls, even with the light switch turned off. In fact,
anyone who is anywhere in this small bathroom is exposed to magnetic
fields above the precautionary guideline levels.
In a process of methodical investigation (as taught in our EMF
Consultant Certification course), the TF2 meter assists us in evaluating
the presence of the magnetic field, locating the most likely potential
sources, and an electrician is called in to take it from there.

Faulty wiring is often the cause
of high magnetic fields, and the
good news is that this source of
MF is completely remediable,
since it largely due to amateur
homeowner wiring.
These photos show the Magnetic
Field reading of 51.5 mG in the
Wall (left). And the the culprit
revealed to be improper wiring
of the double light switch (right)
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Identifying Dirty Electricity on Electrical Wiring
The presence of high magnetic fields in the wall such as we have just seen is often
mistakenly thought of as ‘Dirty Electricity’. It isn’t, however this error occurs from a common
misunderstanding of what the term means. The word ‘dirty’ refers to unwanted signals on the
electrical lines, or noise created by frequencies largely imposed on the power line by today’s high
tech devices. Engineers call it harmonics, and it’s unwanted because it causes power system losses
since our power lines were never designed to carry any frequencies other than 50Hz or 60Hz.
In recent years it’s also become unwanted because, as dirty electricity increases on our
power grid and piggybacks on our household wiring, living in close proximity to the increasing
voltage it causes is believed to cause interference with the body’s own electrical functions.
Although marketing claims of the TF2’s weighted function attempt to give credence to its
ability to read dirty electricity by weighted calculation, the more accurate fact of the matter is that
to measure Dirty Electricity you would need a type of Spectrum Analyzer meter that can read the
actual field strength of each of the various frequencies present, so you can identify which ones are
“dirty” and to what extent. Dirty Electricity, and the meters used to detect it and identify it, is a
training topic that we cover separately.
Although the TF2 is not useful for detecting dirty electricity, and in fact often makes
identification more confusing due to its weighted function, we do give a nod in the TF2’s favor
though because there is a method we teach our students for estimating dirty electricity using the
weighted mode of this meter. So, we can say that with training the TF2 can be generally useful
for investigating dirty electricity on building wiring, but it is too much of a stretch to think that
the TF2 can detect or identify dirty electricity.
As a side note, there is another application of the TF2 meter that
the user may find helpful for demonstration purposes and that is to show
the increase in magnetic fields caused by the plug-in types of “Dirty
Electricity Filters” that you see on the market. These hugely popular
(reseller marketing-hyped) dirty electricity filters are notorious for creating
unwanted magnetic fields, and for this reason we do not recommend them.
It is a little understood and greatly understated fact that these “filters”
don’t filter they convert. They create a short circuit that converts the dirty
electricity frequencies into electrical current, adding to the magnetic field
and increasing its field strength. We teach many ways to reduce dirty
electricity without increasing magnetic field exposure levels.
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Identifying Magnetic Fields Anomalies:
The Peskiest Type of EMF Field to Evaluate and Protect From

Sometimes in an area, you will find an unexplainably high reading on your magnetic field scale,
even with all appliances unplugged. In a case like this your TriField meter can be useful in helping
you to determine if the anomaly is caused by various things such as faulty wiring, or stray current, or
an overhead powerline, etc. and knowing what it is may be helpful to understanding the EMF’s
behavior so as to shield from it as far as possible. Remember though, regardless of the source, with
all the types of EMF fields that you can measure with your TriField -- magnetic fields, electric fields
and radio/microwave fields - the best protective defense is, again, DISTANCE.
But what if distance is not an option when your meter discovers you are dealing with the most
difficult EMF to shield from of all -- high magnetic fields?

Investigating the Mystery of Stray Current in our Hotel Room

In this example, high magnetic fields were detected in a convention hotel room in the area where the
bed was bolted to the floor and no other sleeping option at a safer distance was possible, and no
shielding remediation for magnetic fields was possible. Magnetic fields pass through almost
everything uninterrupted and that makes it the most difficult EMF to shield from even in the best of
situations, which this was not.
At some points during our 5 day stay there these magnetic fields reached the level of “extreme
concern” (referring to the Building Biology and BioInitiative Precautionary Guidelines – Part V).
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The composite photo shows our TriField 100XE in a fixed position, on the hotel bed about 4’ from
the wall. Notice, if you look closely at the meter field selector in the pictures you’ll see that both
scales were needed to measure the magnetic field as the reading exceeded one scale and so was more
measurable on the other. In the third photo you see that the meter was beyond the capability of the
0-3 scale so we had to switch to the 0 -100 scale in order to more accurately read the rising magnetic
field measurements. These two MF scales are replaced by a digital read-out in the TF2 meter model,
but for our illustration purposes the total MF range of both meters is virtually the same.
Here you see the readings (100XE Meter and TF2 Meter translation) throughout the day:
100XE Reading: 2 mG on the 0-3 magnetic scale, at 11:33 AM
TF2 Reading: 2.1 mG on main display, 2.6 mG on peak display, about 2% on bar graphs
100XE Reading: 3 on the 0-3 magnetic scale, at1:51 PM
TF2 Reading: 3.0 mG on main display, 3.7 mG on peak display, about 3% on bar graphs
100XE Reading 5 on the 0-100 on the Magnetic scale, at 3:10 PM
TF2 Reading 5.2 mG on main display, 5.9 mG on peak display, about 5% on bar graphs
100XE Reading 6 on the 0-100 scale, at 7:11 PM,
TF2 Reading 6.1 mG on main display, 7.0 mG on peak display, and about 6% on bar graphs

Whenever you see perpetually high magnetic fields like this the only way you can understand the
numbers you are getting, is by understanding how EMF behaves, and in particular how its behavior
is amplified by whatever it is interacting with in its environment. Knowing this tells you that one of
the possible causes for these high MF fields could be stray current. But in this situation further
investigation was needed since this EMF was not behaving like typical stray current.
Typical stray current is electrical current running in the ground. It has not followed its intended
conductor and has strayed, like a dog off the leash, wandering around following whatever ground
conditions offer it less resistance to current/flow. Stray current is still connected to the power system
though and so if all conditions are conducive it creates stronger, measurable, magnetic fields that
grow in strength as the current in the power lines gets stronger.
Stray current is one of the peskiest and, admittedly, most serious EMF exposure problems you will
uncover with your TriField; and one that requires more trained detective work with a TriField meter.
Challenging EMF exposure situations are everywhere, and we solve this one and others in detail in
our EMF Experts Certification training course, beyond the scope of this user guide.
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This hotel bedroom, and many other dangerously high EMF exposure situations like it, show you the
necessity not only to know how your meter works and how to use its functions, but beyond that the
necessity for knowledgeable metering training to learn how to become a skilled meter user capable
of using the meter correctly, factoring in its limitations proficiently, interpreting its results
accurately, and applying the remedial solution effectively.

Real World Challenges. Now What?
Discovering that you have a high EMF exposure problem in your new home or at your new job, after
the fact, is a very challenging, potentially life threatening situation to find yourself in.
Measuring electromagnetic fields is complex, not to mention considering the practical physics
behind them, and what you will find displayed on your meter can be confounding. Don’t feel
overwhelmed when you find that there are many situations that you will encounter that will be
“above your head”. There is help.
More Self Guided Training? Becoming a Pro yourself?
As we’ve mentioned, EMF Expert training (simply for individual know-how or for consultant
certification) is always an option for you to continue developing your meter skills. Training is
offered in self-guided eLearning format, as well as in live online classroom settings.
But for those situations where you just need a quick answer to an urgent problem …
Consulting a Pro?
For any challenging EMF exposure situation, Ask An EMF Expert phone consultation is a good
place to begin (https://www.emf-experts.com/emf-consultation.html); it’s inexpensive and the
knowledge of a professional electrical engineer could save the day. A quick 20 minute phone call is
often all that is needed to give you the info you need to deal with the situation yourself.
In any event you’ll receive knowledgable recommendations for effective next steps from a
trustworthy source. To aid the discussion you can send your photos of your situation and its meter
readings.
Hiring a Pro?
The EMF Professional Directory (https://www.emf-experts.com/EMF-ProfessionalDirectory.html) was established to help you locate an EMF professional, whether you are looking for
a residential or office on-site evaluation, or electrical remediation, or a speaker for your next event.
The worldwide directory is a growing resource to help you get the solutions you need.
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PART IV
Things You Might Find Interesting About Your TriField Meter
How you Hold the Meter will affect Meter Readings
Holding the meter in different ways will cause the reading to change, even the presence of your physical body
will exert an effect on the meter readings, and in many cases your body or things on or in your body will
unintentionally be acting as an antenna. It is always best to set the meter down and read it from a distance.
Setting it next to other meters will also change the readings. This is because magnetic and electric fields are
dramatically influenced by the medium they are passing through or the presence of additional or multiple
sources of EMF in the environment.
In fact, there are many other factors that affect the process of taking meter readings that the actual reading
itself is never to be taken at face value. This is the type of meter-user training we include in our EMF
Consultant Certification courses.
For now, at the risk of over simplifying, think of it this way – as if you are using a light meter and standing in
front of the light you are measuring. The meter reading will change with the shadows you create or the
reflections that exist from other sources in the environment. Same with EMF.
Should you get a Selfie stick for your meter?
Although it is good idea to have a way to measure without holding the meter itself, a Selfie stick is a piece of
metal (think antenna) and using metal is not a good idea. Get a plastic tripod instead.
What do professional meter users, such as Electrical and Electronics Engineers think of the TF2’s
‘weighted’ feature as it claims to give realistic feedback on the body’s real-world EMF exposure?

Generally, professionals familiar with using professional grade meters would never use any kind of
weighted function because it does not portray the EMF that is actually (in actual fact) present in
whatever environment they wish to measure. It is a “designer formula” that is created when certain
frequencies that it is designed to measure are given added importance or “weight” in the final
calculation. It displays a calculated field strength rather than the actual measurable one.
The TriField Meter weighted function is unique to Alpha Labs and thought by some skeptics to
simply be a marketing niche to appeal to the new interest in biological safety in the face of our rising
electrosmog. A niche, thought by its more staunch critics, that was imaginatively invented to make
use of an inaccurate meter, and its unsupportable claims underwritten in the no-guarantee Disclaimer
In other words they manufactured a meter that was not giving them accurate readings on a bell
curve, so instead they made it a “feature” and decided to give it a weight of 15 times the normal
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Electrical Field flat readings (refer to the manufacturer’s graphs titled Frequency Response to see
this odd fact).
That is why you hear a professional meter users, like an electrical utility service persons for
example, who respond to customers reporting high meter readings that they are obtaining on their
consumer grade meters, by saying, “I can’t explain because I don’t know that meter, or its
capabilities, or how or what it was calibrated by its designers to measure and calculate, and so I
cannot respond to your concerns about the high readings you are obtaining with that type of meter.”
It is not a cop out; it is simply a fact.
What are some interesting things about this TF2 meter I’ve picked up in practice?

You can press the battery button to see the model number, serial etc. of your meter.
You can call the company and talk to the designer himself -- 801 487-9492 Utah, USA – just
remember you must have important very detailed technical questions prepared to ask if you are
taking up his valuable time.
If the TF2 reads high the true field strength reading is probably even worse than that because this
meter is only directional and the remaining signals from all other directions are not being recorded.
Except for the magnetic field function, which is tri-axis and reads multi-directionally.

Another interesting thing about the RF function of the TriField Meter
RF measurement is different from AC magnetic measurement in that RF signal strength can
vary a great deal even if the test location (or the person holding the meter) moves by a half inch, or
if something is moving near the RF source.
For example, a microwave oven with a rotating carousel will have an outside field that
increases and decreases cyclically as the carousel rotates, and there is variation when holding an
RF meter and changing its location slightly. The effect is stronger with microwaves, which have a
wavelength of about one inch. A dedicated RF meter can be compared to the TriField® Meter (set
to Radio/Microwave) to demonstrate this effect. This makes measuring RF fields a little tricky to
start with, but the TF2 is even trickier since it is only accurate at two frequencies (± 20%).
The TriField® in the RF mode does not attempt to measure and cannot display the RF
frequency. This is the case with most dedicated RF meters, which only show the total RF signal
and cannot display how much is present in each frequency band. It’d be difficult to make a smaller
meter (without a graphic display) that can show RF frequencies vs. amplitude. That is why the
TriField® does not measure RF frequency, it only measures total signal strength, or field strength.
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PART V – Precautionary Guidelines and Measurement Worksheet

EMF GUIDELINES FOR SLEEPING SPACES and HIGH USE AREAS
The BauBiology (Building Biology) EMF Evaluation Guidelines are based on the precautionary
principle and fifty years of accumulated building biology experience and knowledge, as well as on
outside scientific research and studies, and they focus on solutions that are practicable and
achievable.
The BioInitiative Report 2012 EMF Precautionary Guidelines are also noted, authored by 29
medical and science professionals worldwide and based on over 1,800 studies in the last 20 years,
with protective levels set specifically with regard to EMF’s biological harm .
Both highly respected precautionary standards are set in place with specific regard for the potential
long-term exposure and risks associated with sleeping areas, and the fragile window of opportunity
that sleep presents for biological and metabolic regeneration. They also serve as guidelines for
areas we frequently spend time in.

No Concern This category provides the highest degree of precaution. It reflects the
unexposed natural conditions or the common and nearly inevitable background level
of our modern living environment.
Slight Concern As a precaution and especially with regard to sensitive and ill
people, remediation should be carried out whenever it is possible.
Serious/Severe Concern Values in this category are not acceptable from a building
biology point of view, they call for action. Remediation should be carried out soon. In
addition to numerous case histories, scientific studies indicate biological effects and
health problems within this reference range.
Extreme Concern These values call for immediate and rigorous action. In this
category international guidelines and recommendations for public and occupational
exposures may be reached or even exceeded.

WORKSHEET TIPS: Make a separate copy to record measurements for each room. List all
devices with slight, serious or extreme concern. If several sources of risk are identified
within a single subcategory or for different subcategories, one should be more critical in the
final assessment.
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EMF FIELD STRENGTHS for This Room:
Room: _________________________ Date _______ Time(s) of Day:________

1. AC ELECTRIC FIELDS
The Range of Concern regarding Non-Ionizing Electromagnetic Wave Frequencies: 50 Hz - 1,000 Hz

Electric Field Strength Measured in V/m
Measure with Device, Appliance etc., both in the “off” position and the “on” position. Values apply up to and around 50
(60) Hz, higher frequencies and predominant harmonics should be assessed more critically.

No Concern
Field strength with ground potential in volt per meter V/m < 1

Field strength potential-free in volt per meter V/m < 0.3

Slight Concern
Field strength with ground potential in volt per meter V/m 1-5

Field strength potential-free in volt per meter V/m 0.3-1.5

Severe Concern:
Field strength with ground potential in volt per meter V/m 5 – 50

Field strength potential-free in volt per meter V/m 1.5 - 10

Extreme Concern:
Field strength with ground potential in volt per meter V/m > 50

Field strength potential-free in volt per meter V/m > 10
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EMF FIELD STRENGTHS for This Room:
Room: _________________ Date _______ Time(s) of Day:____________

2. AC MAGNETIC FIELDS
The Range of Concern regarding Non-Ionizing Electromagnetic Wave Frequencies: 50 Hz - 1,000 Hz

Flux Density Measured in nanotesla nT or in milligauss mG
Measure with Device, Appliance etc., “off” and “on”. Values apply to frequencies up to and around 50 (60) Hz, higher
frequencies and predominant harmonics should be assessed more critically. Line current (50-60 Hz) and traction current
(16.7 Hz) are recorded separately. In the case of intense and frequent temporal fluctuations of the magnetic field, data
logging needs to be carried out - especially during nighttime - and for the assessment, the 95th percentile is used.

No Concern: Flux density in nanotesla nT < 20 or in milligauss mG < 0.2

Slight Concern: Flux density in nanotesla nT 20-100 or milligauss mG 0.2-1

Severe Concern: Flux density in nanotesla nT 100 - 500 or in milligauss mG 1 - 5

Extreme Concern: Flux density in nanotesla nT > 500 or in milligauss mG > 5
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EMF FIELD STRENGTHS for This Room:
Room: _________________ Date _______ Time(s) of Day:____________

3. RADIO/MICROWAVE RADIATION
The Range of Concern regarding Non-Ionizing Electromagnetic Wave Frequencies: 200kHz - 300 GHz

Power Flux Density measured in microwatt per square meter: μW/m²
NOTE: Remember when using this worksheet with the TriField Meter that the smallest reading on this meter is still ten
thousand times higher than the Biological Pre-Cautionary Standards listed here, which means it is not effective enough as
a measurement tool to determine compliance with the standard. Instead, this meter is useful for measuring very high
power density (field strength), such those caused by microwave ovens emissions.
Measure each Device, Appliance etc., “off” and “on”. Values apply to single RF sources, e.g. GSM, UMTS, WiMAX,
TETRA, Radio, Television, DECT cordless phone technology, WLAN..., and refer to peak measurements. They do not
apply to radar signals. More critical RF sources like pulsed or periodic signals (mobile phone technology, DECT, WLAN,
digital broadcasting...) should be assessed more seriously, especially in the higher ranges, and less critical RF sources
like non-pulsed and non-periodic signals (FM, short, medium, long wave, analog broadcasting...) should be assessed
more generously especially in the lower ranges. Space most frequented (greatest human exposure) is assessed most
critical of all.

No Concern: Power density in microwatt per square meter: < 0.1 μW/m²

Slight Concern: Power density in microwatt per square meter: 0.1-10 μW/m²

Severe Concern: Power density in microwatt per square meter: 10 – 1000 μW/m²

Extreme Concern: Power density in microwatt per square meter: > 1000 μW/m²
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EMF EXPERTS Founder

R. Chris Young, PE
Professional Electrical Engineer
EMF-Experts.com

Chris is the Founder of EMF EXPERTS and has been a licensed Professional Electrical Engineer
for over 40 years, practicing in over half the states in the USA as well as in Executive
Engineering Management in dozens of countries worldwide.
His areas of professional expertise includes energy, power, and utilities at the industrial,
commercial and government level, as well as private homes and work places.
For many years he headed up engineering projects worldwide with demanding corporate
cellphones holstered on each hip, but his observant engineer’s mind noted with keen concern
the growing Electrosmog in our world. Even more worrisome was the consumer obliviousness
to it, the lack of expert understanding of biological hazards, and lack of health safety standards
for this burgeoning new EMF phenomenon.
Upon retiring from his fast paced professional career to take time to research more deeply into
wireless pollution, what he learned made him resolve to put his engineering expertise to its best
service yet - creating an EMF-aware world where electromagnetic fields, cellphones and other
wireless technologies were used by safer, smarter, informed consumers and the risks of EMF
were mitigated by trained and certified EMF Consultants.
Today, Chris’ highly sought after EMF Expert training courses are graduating Certified EMF
Consultants worldwide to meet the urgent need for increased biological safety from excessive
EMF exposure in a wireless world.
Visit EMF EXPERTS for more information on Chris’ world leading EMF Consultant Certification
Training, which is presented live online, worldwide, throughout the year.
And find out more about the self-guided EMF Expertise in Action: EMF Detection and Protection
video training course designed for consumers, which is designed for self-paced convenience on a
user friendly online learning platform.
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